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Abstract—This paper describes Trident, a proposed Discovery
mission to Neptune’s moon Triton, 30 AU from the Sun. Triton
formed in the Kuiper Belt but was captured by Neptune into a
highly-inclined retrograde orbit, where tidal forces thawed its
interior, forming an ocean that likely persists to the present day.
Recent outer solar system missions like Cassini and New
Horizons have yielded completely new models for processes on
ocean worlds, active worlds, and KBOs. Triton isn’t just a key
to solar system science, it’s a whole keyring: a singular captured
KBO and evolved ocean world, with active plumes, an energetic
ionosphere, and a young unique surface. The NASA OPAG
Roadmap to Ocean Worlds identifies Triton as the highest
priority candidate ocean world [1], ripe for investigation.
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The Trident mission concept is an excellent case study in “design
to cost”: we show how exploration of Triton under Discovery is
made possible by radioisotope power combined with a rare,
extremely efficient Jupiter gravity assist, enabling a simple, lowmass spacecraft design on a ballistic trajectory. The Triton
encounter sequence probes for an ocean, measures the
ionosphere, and views nearly the whole of Triton as it traverses
a single orbit around Neptune, mapping the >60% of the surface
that is as yet unseen. The Triton encounter concludes with fullframe imaging illuminated by “Neptune-shine” when Trident is
in Neptune eclipse, for direct comparison with Voyager 2’s
observations nearly 50 years prior.

1. INTRODUCTION
Once in a great while, a scientifically rich target, fortuitous
planetary alignment, and mature technical capabilities
converge to offer a special mission opportunity. This is
Trident, an intrepid Discovery mission concept designed for
reaching into the outer Solar System, 30 AU from the Sun.
Our target: Neptune’s moon Triton.
Among the icy moons, only Triton is an active world with
distinctive landforms on a surface that may be only 10 million
years old, plumes of unknown origin as massive as those at
Enceladus, a dynamic atmosphere and weather, and a
surprisingly energetic ionosphere capable of synthesizing
higher-order organics that snow onto the surface as at Titan.
These unusual attributes result from Triton’s startling
provenance: it formed in the Kuiper Belt but was captured by
Neptune into a highly inclined retrograde orbit, where tidal
forces thawed its interior, forming an ocean that may persist
to the present day (Fig. 1).

Trident carries a mature complement of instruments: a
Magnetometer, IR Spectrometer & Narrow Angle Camera,
Wide-Angle Camera, Plasma Spectrometer, and telecom
hardware-enabled Radio Science. The flight system design
integrates heritage components from Ball with JPL leadership
and expertise in key specialty areas to provide a Voyager-like,
robust spacecraft commensurate with a Discovery cost and risk
tolerance. Cost avoidance features include: use of existing
instrument designs, small blowdown monopropellant
propulsion system, a contributed X-band telecommunications
system that also performs radio science, and a simple power
system. Additionally, the passive thermal design accommodates
the large solar dynamic range from Venus to Neptune by using
the HGA for shade when close to the sun, and MMRTG excess
heat, modulated by louvers.

An arrival in 2038 capitalizes on a critical observational
window closing soon thereafter and not repeating for a
century to reveal changes in Triton’s plume activity and
surface characteristics for a duration of one Triton season,
since our only previous encounter by Voyager 2 in 1989.
Trident would execute a 10-day science campaign that probes
for an ocean, measures the ionosphere, and views nearly all
of Triton as it orbits around Neptune, mapping the ~60% of
the surface that has not been seen while also revisiting the
locations of previous images by Voyager 2.
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Figure 1. Triton is a candidate ocean world and one of very few planetary bodies known to be currently active.
Trident’s goals and objectives address fundamental questions about how icy worlds work.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the
Triton’s orbital inclination leads to obliquity tides, which
scientific puzzles that make Triton such an attractive target;
would cause resonant flow in any ocean [4]. Such flow would
and the resulting science goals and objectives, Section 3
create friction, generating heat that may sustain Triton’s
describes the extensive instrument suite; Section 4 presents
ocean to the present day [5]. A present-day ocean is far less
the mission design, Section 5 highlights the encounter
likely if radiogenic heating were the only heat source. The
sequence, and Section 6 summarizes the low-risk spacecraft
magnitude of Triton’s obliquity tides sets Triton apart from
design, requiring no new technology development.
other ocean worlds, which are dominated by heating of their
rocky interiors by radiogenic decay and eccentricity tidal
heating.
2. SCIENTIFIC PUZZLES
If an ocean exists, it is undoubtedly salty [6], hence conductive;
this means that it is potentially detectable using magnetic
induction techniques [7]. Ocean salinity is mainly acquired
during differentiation of volatiles from rock and is expected to
be dominated by sodium chloride, with likely contributions
from bicarbonates and ammonia/ammonium [8,]. By analogy
to other ocean worlds, assuming that chemical equilibrium is
reached, and given the greatest rock-to-ice ratio of any icy
moon except Europa [9], a Triton hydrosphere is expected with
(water + ice) salinity of ≥5 wt% [10].

A Candidate Ocean
Triton’s retrograde motion and steeply inclined (oblique)
orbit tell the story of its unusual origin: rather than forming
within the Neptune subnebula, it was captured into Neptune’s
gravity field early in Solar System history, likely one of a pair
of KBOs that became ensnared while its sibling escaped [2].
The capture and subsequent orbit circularization –
catastrophic events on geological timescales – are thought to
have caused widespread melting of Triton’s interior [3],
giving rise to a subsurface ocean.
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Figure 2. A selection of Triton’s unusual or unique landforms, with potential formation mechanisms. Trident would
test these origin hypotheses. Enhanced-color Voyager 2 images (NASA/JPL-Caltech/Lunar & Planetary Institute),
slightly contrast-enhanced for clarity. North is up.
Triton’s young, sparsely-cratered surface, <50 million years
(Ma), and probably <10 Ma old [11] , is the second youngest
in the Solar System (after Io). A near-surface, liquid-water
ocean could provide the thermal energy needed to drive
geological processes that refresh the surface, such as
cryovolcanic eruptions, cryomagmatic intrusions, and
tectonic disruption [12].
Figure 4. Competing models for Triton’s plumes include
Extremely Young and Unusual Surface
(left) solar-driven solid-state greenhouse, involving
heating
and venting of subsurface material through a
Voyager 2 imaged ~40% of Triton’s Neptune-facing (subtransparent
nitrogen-ice glaze, and (right) cryovolcanic
Neptune) hemisphere, revealing many complex and unique
eruption
of
molten
materials from a deeper subsurface
landforms on this, the seventh largest moon in the Solar
source,
possibly an ocean.
System (radius = 1353 km) (Fig. 2). While the origins of most
remain a mystery, the exceptionally young surface age
growth [15] and may overlay permanent methane caps
suggests they are the result of ongoing activity. The extensive
[16].Extensive plains at low latitudes include diffuse “smooth
and startlingly bright South Polar Terrain (SPT) is interpreted
plains” (planum) and large quasi-circular “walled plains”
as transparent nitrogen-rich ice. This is sufficiently deep (<1
(planitia) bounded by ~200-m-high scalloped chains of
km) to bury most preexisting landforms [13], and has thin
mountains (Fig. 2b). Their flatness may be due to eruptions of
margins (Fig. 2a) interpreted to be frost deposits [14]. No north
low-viscosity “cryovolcanic” lavas, possibly from an ocean.
polar equivalent has as yet been identified. Models and groundAlternatively, they may have formed through glacial processes
based observations suggest that the SPT undergoes seasonal
or wide-scale volatile sublimation. Some smooth plains have
associated chains of pits (Fig. 2c) similar to those formed over
terrestrial subsurface dikes.
Active Plumes
Voyager 2 observed at least two dark, towering particulate
plumes erupting from the bright SPT at 49–57º S, close to
Triton’s latitudes of peak solar heating during the southern
spring [17]. The plumes rose 8 km above the surface before
turning downwind and extending up to 150 km from the
source (Fig. 3). Over 100 dark, diffuse surface fans on the
SPT are attributed to fallout from past plumes.
These observations led to a model of solar-driven origin by
solid-state greenhouse heating and subsequent geyser-like
explosion of a relatively dark substrate through a transparent
glaze of N2-ice, lofting clouds of dark particles and ice into
the atmosphere [18] (Fig. 4, left). The discovery of tidally
driven eruptions at Enceladus, study of sublimation-driven
jets within the Martian polar caps, and the availability of
recent tidal-heating models incorporating obliquity motivate
a reexamination of the driving mechanism for Triton’s
plumes. The vapor mass flux in particular, estimated at <400

Figure 3. Erupting from Triton’s South Polar Terrain,
the Voyager 2 glimpsed plumes that were confirmed by
stereo images and the presence of shadows. Numerous
streaks and fans elsewhere in the region are interpreted
to be inactive plume deposits.
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kg/s [19] per plume, is more similar to that of the plume
system observed at Enceladus [20] than to the jets at Mars
[21], and the modeled ejection speed more consistent with a
deep source [22] (Fig. 4, right).

implying a higher relative abundance of carbon and nitrogen,
key ingredients for habitability; its interactions with Neptune,
rather than the Sun, may drive production of atmospherically
derived organics; and powerful obliquity tides may sustain an
ocean. Trident would synthesize a new understanding of
potential pathways toward habitability.

Surface Composition
Voyager 2 carried no instruments sensitive to Triton’s surface
composition, so what little we know is discerned from
astronomical spectroscopy that does not resolve surface
features [23], and modeling. Mobile, condensable volatiles
dominate, with N2-ice prevalent (~55% of the surface), and
lesser amounts of CH4 (~5%) and CO (<5%). Discrete
patches of CH4 ice are inferred on the surface [24] possibly
correlating with geological terranes.

G2. Explore what drives processes on active worlds:
Triton may be the most active icy world in the Solar System.
It presents an ideal target for studying the long-term
consequences of capture, including: persistent heating due to
Neptune's gravitational influence, possibly leading to active
geology via sustainment of an ocean; extreme seasonal
variations from Triton’s highly inclined orbit, effecting
volatile migration across the surface and atmosphere and
possibly leading to plume eruptions; and interactions of
Neptune's magnetic field and particle environment, driving
Triton's ionosphere and atmospheric chemistry.

Two non-volatile (refractory) ices, CO2 and H2O, cover
~45% of the surface (~10-20% is CO2 ice) and do not appear
to vary with longitude. They may remain exposed due to
seasonal transport of more volatile materials; H2O on the
surface likely represents exposed “bedrock,” or cryovolcanic
material [25].

G3. Explore vast, unseen lands: Triton, the largest captured
moon in the Solar System, has the most extensive unseen
surface area of any solid body (~60% of 23 million square
kilometers). Near-global coverage enables an understanding
of the geological history of a body, and provides valuable
context for regional and local observations. Given the
surprising geology yielded by every mission to a solid body
thus far, Triton offers rich opportunities for new discoveries.

The variety of surface colors from Voyager 2’s images [26]
(Fig. 2) hints at a complex compositional story to be revealed.
Dynamic Atmosphere
Little is known about Triton’s atmosphere – the nature of its
volatiles, how they are distributed, or at what rate. What is
known is that the climate is dynamic and changing. Groundbased observations suggest sublimation of surface materials
since Voyager 2’s visit, indicating a rise in surface pressure
and temperature from 16 μbar and 38 K to 40 μbar and at least
40 K [27]. This is consistent with models that predict an
order-of-magnitude pressure change over Triton’s 165-year
journey around the Sun [28].

To address these goals, Trident delivers four objectives (Fig
1):
O1. Is Triton an ocean world? Triton is the highest priority
candidate ocean world in the Solar System [1], based on
theory, extraordinary hints of recent and ongoing geological
activity on Triton's young surface, and its radically different
evolution and composition from other ocean worlds. The
Trident mission exploits the highly dynamic magnetic
interaction of the Neptune-Triton system to probe for the
presence or absence of a liquid ocean under Triton's icy shell
through the phenomenon of magnetic induction – an
approach demonstrated by Galileo at Jupiter's moons.
Addresses goals 1 - 2.

Extraordinary Ionosphere
Triton’s ionosphere is bewildering: other Solar System
ionospheres are driven by solar UV flux, so those farther from
the Sun are expected to be less intense. But Triton at 30 AU
defies expectations, with peak electron concentrations of 2.3–
4.6 × 104 cm-3 [29] – far greater than any other icy world,
including moons of Jupiter and Saturn (e.g., Titan,), which
are located significantly closer to the Sun. Various studies
implicate another energy source: precipitation of high-energy
particles from Neptune’s magnetosphere. If Neptune’s
magnetosphere does play a dominant role, then Triton’s
ionosphere is unique within our Solar System – the only one
driven primarily by non-solar input.

Trident addresses three overarching goals:

O2. What processes resurface Triton? Triton's diverse
surface features, many unique and unexplained, may be
primarily driven by exogenic (impact, atmosphere-surface
interactions, or solar-driven) processes, or may be the result
of endogenic (internal heat and transport) processes.
Endogenic processes would transport material through the ice
shell, and possibly atmospheric-precipitated organics into an
ocean, with consequences for ocean chemical evolution.
Trident establishes ages, distributions and stratigraphic
relations for the major feature types (SPT, smooth plains,
cantaloupe terrain, tectonic lineaments, impact craters), and
tests models for their origins on the basis of distribution,
morphology, and composition. Addresses goals 1-3.

G1. Explore evolutionary pathways towards habitable
worlds: Triton is an outlier among the compelling ocean
world candidates: it originated from the Kuiper Belt,

O3. What drives Triton's plumes? While a solid-state
greenhouse origin is inferred, a cryovolcanic origin for
Triton's spectacular plumes seems more likely in the context

Science Goals and Objectives
Goals and Objectives
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of comparison with Enceladus' plumes. Trident tests whether
plume activity has migrated with the subsolar latitude and
determines the distribution and composition of related fan
deposits to resolve their origins. Addresses goals 1-3.

previously on the Deep Impact mission, and significantly
reduces cost and mass.
The primary role of the WAC is to detect changes in Triton’s
“sub-Neptune” (Neptune-facing) surface since the 1989
Voyager 2 observations. WAC imaging uses reflected
sunlight from Neptune while the Trident spacecraft is in
Triton eclipse. The uses commercially-procured f/1.5 optics
and build-to-print electronics from Mars 2020, to avoid
development cost.

O4. Why is Triton's ionosphere so intense? Trident
constrains the energy and chemical budget for Triton's
extraordinarily electron-rich ionosphere testing whether
precipitation of electrons from Neptune’s magnetosphere is
the primary energy source. Trident also investigates how this
intense ionosphere affects atmospheric chemistry, which in
turn influences the availability of organic precipitants with
high chemical potential, of relevance to both resurfacing and
ocean habitability. Addresses goal 2, and has relevance to
goal 1.

The NAC and the WAC are both fixed with no moving parts.
The NAC is pointed by slewing the spacecraft as described in
Section 5, while the WAC is uniquely oriented looking
through an opening in the HGA reflector to avoid the need
for slewing near C/A.
The contributed PS measures the composition of ions deep
into Triton’s ionosphere, and enhances the accuracy of
magnetometry measurements given the Neptune system’s
high ionospheric electron density.

3. INSTRUMENTATION
Trident’s instrument suite (Fig 5) requires no technology
development, and exceeds all science data measurement
requirements at low cost and risk.

Besides supporting communications with Earth, the telecom
system provides two types of RS: informing our
understanding of Triton’s gravity field from high-precision
acceleration readings, and characterizing Triton’s
atmosphere via radio occultation measurements.

4. MISSION DESIGN
The Trident mission design enables a Discovery-class project
by providing a ballistic trajectory and a C3 low enough to
allow a launch mass of 1800 kg using an Atlas V-class LV.
The ballistic trajectory avoids the cost of the otherwisetypical, expensive, and complex bipropellant system, and the
large launch mass provides a 52% dry mass margin, helping
to insure against cost growth typically incurred by tightly
mass-limited designs.

Figure 5. Instruments are body-fixed to the spacecraft
except for the boom-mounted MAG sensors.
The Trident instrument complement, depicted in Fig.5,
consists of a dual-sensor magnetometer (MAG), IR
Spectrometer & Narrow Angle Camera (IRS/NAC), Wide
Angle Camera (WAC), Plasma Spectrometer (PS), and
hardware
enhancements
to
the
spacecraft
telecommunications subsystem for Radio Science (RS)
measurements.

Interplanetary Trajectory
Trident’s mission design and navigation deliver the
spacecraft to Triton on a ballistic, low-DV, trajectory,
enabling a relatively small spacecraft. We launch Trident into
a 13-year ballistic trajectory to Triton with flybys of Venus,
Earth, and Jupiter (Fig.6). The 21-day launch period opens on
10/10/2025 and the injection states are achievable by a
medium-performance LV launched from Cape Canaveral.
Throughout the launch period, the launch declination is constrained between ±28° by mission planning for maximum
performance. The resulting maximum C3 energy over the
launch period is 23.57 km2/s2. The Triton encounter date is
fixed at 9/28/2038 for all launch dates in the launch period,
simplifying mission operations and science planning. A
backup launch period is available with the same C3 one year
later with one fewer Earth gravity assists, providing a postVenus trajectory and delivery conditions identical to the
nominal launch date.

The MAG instrument is a minor modification of that
currently operating on InSight, and enables detection of a
conductive liquid subsurface ocean on Triton. The two
sensors are mounted at different locations on a telescoping
boom identical to that flown on GOES R, providing
measurement of residual magnetic spacecraft bias.
The IRS and NAC provide spectral and optical imaging,
respectively, of Triton’s dynamic surface features and
processes. These instruments, physically integrated as the
IRS/NAC, share a single 30-cm telescope but can operate
independently. This architecture is similar to that flown
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Figure 6. The Trident spacecraft would follow a ballistic trajectory from Earth to Triton with gravity assist flybys of
Venus, Earth, and Jupiter.

Navigation

requirement after T-30 days, but the full maneuver schedule
is maintained for conservatism.

Trident’s approach Phase begins nine months prior to the
Triton C/A to prepare the spacecraft and trajectory. The
Triton approach is simple, with maneuvers at T-6 months, T60 day, T-30 day, and T-10 day (relative to C/A) with a
backup maneuver opportunity at T-6 day (Fig. 7). The
maneuver schedule and encounter strategy fine-tunes the
final Triton targeting and guarantees delivery of the
spacecraft to its desired target within 57 km of the target
altitude, 3σ. Navigation errors are within the 100-km

The Optical Navigation (OpNav) campaign uses the NAC
(with redundant electronics) starting at T-100 days to
significantly reduce S/C–Triton relative uncertainties
(Fig. 8). This campaign requires one set (>3 images using the
NAC) per day with a centroid accuracy of one pixel and
SNR>10, to support approach maneuvers and ephemeris
updates. The S/C performs on-board centroid determination
of Triton, greatly reducing the data downlink requirement.
Additionally, this increases the number of
potential OpNav data sets and speeds up
the ground processing time. For increased
knowledge accuracy of Triton, the last day
for knowledge data cutoff (DCO) is three
days before the C/A, allowing for a final
ephemeris/time uplink if needed one day
before C/A.

5. ENCOUNTER DESIGN
Figure 7. The navigation operations strategy during approach facilitates
accurate delivery to the C/A target state via OpNav with opportunities for
backup corrections.

Figure 8. Trident timing and B-plane (targeting plane) uncertainties (1σ)
reduced by more than an order of magnitude using OpNav.
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The instrument measurements required to
achieve Trident’s science objectives are
obtained during a 10-day encounter, which
includes a series of observations timed to
capitalize on Triton’s 141-hour orbit
around Neptune. This allows us to observe
both the leading and trailing hemispheres
of the tidally locked moon, with nearglobal mapping and measurement coverage
by the Trident instruments.
Trident’s trajectory offers excellent
illumination of the limited region
previously observed by Voyager 2, plus
extensive new observations of previously
uncharted territory. Flight through both a
Triton eclipse and a Neptune eclipse enable
key radio science measurements, as well as

imaging of the Neptune-facing side of Triton while
illuminated by sunlight reflected from Neptune.

3s cross-track navigation errors, with each image
overlapping its neighbors by 10% to support ground-based
registration. Changes in range over the mosaic time
significantly changes the ground sampling distance (GSD)
and coverage is modeled on a frame-by-frame basis.

Trident’s continuous science observations begin 120 hours
(about 10M km) prior to closest approach (C/A) of the
spacecraft
to
Triton.
Continuous
magnetometry
measurements are collected throughout the encounter to
comprehensively characterize Triton’s perturbations to
Neptune’s magnetic field.

The first image mosaic sequence provides a GSD < 200 m and
is considered the backup/redundant data set. This is followed
by the primary mosaic sequence which provides GSDs as low
as 80 m. Over 50% performance margin is provided within the
slew-and-settle and imaging times for each image frame. A 1minute margin separates the two mosaics.

Starting at 46,000 km prior to C/A, continuous measurements
of the electron-rich Neptune system environment are taken
by the Plasma Spectrometer (PS) until the spacecraft is well
past Neptune. The data collection rate for both the magnetic
field and PS measurements is increased as the spacecraft
nears Triton for optimum fidelity.
Concurrent with these continuous measurements, six specific
observation sequences are conducted, commencing at ~8.7
million km (~104 hours) from C/A (illustrated at a high level
in Fig. 9). Each sequence is executed at specific times and
locations that ensure collection of all required Trident science
measurements.
Sequence 1 provides IR spectrometry measurements of
Triton’s trailing hemisphere at
~90
km/pixel,
per
the
requirements of Trident Science
Objective 2.
Sequence 2’s primary focus is IR
spectrometry (~30 km/pixel) of
the leading hemisphere for
Objective 2. This sequence also
provides the mission’s first visible
light image of Triton, from ~3
million km away, using the highresolution NAC.
In Sequence 3, higher-resolution
IR spectrometry (<4 km/pixel) is
obtained. In addition, it also
includes collection of surface
images, via NAC mosaicking,
from
about
400,000
km
(~800 m/pixel), in support of
Objectives 2 and 3.
Sequence 4 continues Triton
surface imaging via the NAC at
progressively higher resolutions,
as the Trident spacecraft closes to
within <100,000 km of Triton,
also supporting Objectives 2 and
3. The mosaic patterns are created
by rapid slew-and-settle motion of
the spacecraft body pointing.
The Triton disc is modeled with an
enlarged radius to accommodate

Figure 9. Trident’s unique trajectory provides for near-full-body imaging of Triton,
with the six observation sequences roughly coinciding with a complete orbit of
Triton around Neptune.
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During Sequence 5, full-frame imaging of Triton,
illuminated by “Neptune-shine” during the ~8-minute
eclipse, is provided via the WAC primarily for Objectives 2
and 3 (also supporting Objective 4.) Atmospheric and gravity
radio science measurements are also conducted during this
close-approach period, per the observable requirements
associated with Objectives 1 and 4. Gravity science is
conducted within ±30,000 km of Triton C/A, with
atmospheric science active for approximately 9 minutes on
the ingress as the observed atmosphere altitude drops from
2000 km to zero, Triton eclipse is passed, and for another 9
minutes as the observed altitude returns from zero to 2000
km. Judicious alignment of the NAC and WAC allow the
HGA to be continuously pointed at the Earth during this time.

except during portions of the second NAC mosaic (sequence
4b). The flyby altitude design point of 300 km is based on
balancing radio science, plasma spectrometry, and
magnetometry with mission safety. The spacecraft attitude
control is maintained in 3-axis mode (using only the RWAs)
until the completion of imaging in the Neptune eclipse; after
this time, we use spin-stabilization to reduce loads and
recharge the battery.
Trident includes multiple types of design margin to provide
robustness during the encounter sequence [1], (Fig. 10). This
ensures mission success even in the small chance of a
component failure during the encounter. The most critical
time period is near C/A, due to the short eclipses and rapidly
changing geometry (Fig. 14). During this time the NAC and
IRS are not used due to the short range. The MAG and PS are
powered on continuously through the encounter, and their
data is recorded redundantly. Their measurements are valid
independent of spacecraft attitude, so the worst-case of a
spacecraft control processor (SCP) reset/side-swap is
transparent to their continued operations. Figure 11 provides
an illustration of the most time-critical segment, sequence 5,
which includes atmospheric radio science during Earth
eclipse and WAC imaging near the end of solar eclipse. This
is the most demanding portion of the encounter for the Fault
Management (FM) design. The NAC and WAC are aligned
with respect to the HGA such that no slews are required
within ±30 min of C/A. This eliminates the need for recovery
of attitude dynamics, potentially the longest part of the fault
recovery time budget. There is a 2-min, 30-second window
for a nominal WAC full-disc image pair of Triton during
eclipse, starting at 10,000 km and continuing until eclipse
exit. We have built-in over 88% margin for the total FM
response time to a worst-case problem starting at 10,000 km.
As additional conservatism, the sub-Neptune hemisphere
imaging is also performed redundantly by the NAC during
the Neptune eclipse (Seq 6b). This 2x2 mosaic meets SNR
requirements while providing similar GSD as the WAC.

Sequence 6 takes advantage of the ~2-hour period in which
Trident is in Neptune eclipse, to obtain redundant NAC
imagery while Triton’s surface is illuminated by reflection
from Neptune. Just prior to the Neptune eclipse, the NAC
takes detailed limb images in support of Objectives 1 and 2.
Encounter Timeline and Robustness
The Encounter Phase lasts for approximately 5 days, during
which time the sequence automatically operates the
instruments and controls the spacecraft pointing (Fig.9). The
HGA remains pointed at Earth almost continuously to
support radio science and low-rate health and status telemetry

Atmospheric radio science observations span 9 min on
ingress and 9 min on egress of Triton eclipse, separated by
10 min of Earth eclipse (Fig. 11). Atmospheric science
requirements allow missing a 3-min block anywhere within
this time span. At every other point in the
encounter sequence outside of sequence 5,
the recovery time margins are larger because
the observing geometry is not changing as
rapidly as during C/A.

Figure 10. Encounter sequence design includes five
dimensions of conservatism and large margins to
provide fault tolerance.

The spacecraft and instrument systems are
entirely redundant using active, standby,
functional, or n-of-m architectures. Most
components are operated as activeredundant (except for SCP/CTU), so if a
failure occurs the recovery time is less than
Figure 11. Closest approach shown in Triton frame. The radio science and half the of the required 2.5 minutes. Use of
WAC observation during Triton eclipse (seq 5) present the most stressing a small number of spacecraft states matching
cases for computer reset /swap time budget. The WAC looks through the the required science activities makes
HGA reflector to avoid attitude slew during this time, keeping the HGA recovery from reset/swap simple as a table
pointed at Earth.
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look-up, providing significant simplification and risk
reduction for Verification and Validation (V&V). The large
timeline margins and redundant observations enable
implementation of a design philosophy of no command
sequence “rollback”. This separates the FM functionality
from the command sequence and vastly simplifies the system
verification, significantly reducing risk, I&T schedule, and
V&V cost [30].

6. SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The spacecraft design combines heritage components from
Ball with JPL expertise in key specialty areas to provide a
Voyager-capability spacecraft commensurate with a
Discovery project cost and risk tolerance.
The Trident spacecraft design (Fig.12) is based on Ball
experience with Kepler, Deep Impact (DI), NPP, and JPSS,
as well as other Ball Configurable Platform (BCP) spacecraft
currently in AIT&V for classified projects. Mature, fully
redundant subsystems meet mission needs with large margins
and few modifications.

Figure 13. HGA shades the spacecraft when within
1.7 AU Earth range, providing a nearly constant, benign
thermal environment inside the spacecraft, well within
the acceptance limits for all components.

The large launch mass capability facilitates a number of costsaving design decisions, including:

• Relatively small, blowdown monopropellant
propulsion system
•
Mass to provide over 180 Ahr battery
capacity, which provides a high degree of
operational flexibility with only two MultiMission Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
(MMRTGs) for power generation
•
Radiation dose due to the Jupiter gravity
assist is mitigated using Al shielding to
accommodate existing component designs with no
new development required for radiation
hardening.
The bus structure shelters components so they
experience thermal and radiation environments
within heritage qualification limits, avoiding costs
of delta-qualification. The HGA maintains the FS
in shadow when necessary (Fig.13), and bus
temperatures are regulated using a combination of
louvers and radiative heat from the MMRTGs. The
Spacecraft configuration uses separate Avionics
and Propulsion modules to reduce integration
schedule and cost risk via parallel paths.
Payload accommodations are well-defined using
simple mechanical, electrical, and thermal
interfaces. Instrument mounting geometry is
optimized for Triton encounter requirements, as
well as thermal and radiation constraints.
Unobstructed fields of views are provided for all
operations.

Figure 12. Spacecraft baseline configuration accommodates
instruments and protects components inside the structure.
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The MMRTGs provide steady-state power during
cruise, and large battery capacity provides for
much higher power usage during transient events
such as communications and encounter.

Low DV requirements enable the use of a simple, blowdown
hydrazine propulsion system. The spacecraft can operate in
either 3-axis control or spin-stabilized modes to optimize
performance and power profiles.

7. COSTING FOR DISCOVERY
Currently, the Discovery cost cap is $500M, and a pair
MMRTGs are offered for $69M, leaving $431M for the total
project cost. The ballistic trajectory described above enables
a low-cost LV providing and additional $10M credit. With
the power generation covered by the MMRTGs, and the
contributed telecom from ASI, the spacecraft cost scope is
significantly reduced, making it not difficult to fit within the
allowed budget. Similarly, the contributed PS and highheritage instrument designs support fitting within the
instrument budget (Figure 14).

The C&DH Subsystem uses existing designs of two
internally redundant units, the Spacecraft Control Processor
(SCP) and the Command and Telemetry Unit (CTU), which
provide all functions necessary to validate and distribute
commands, collect, format, store, and play back
housekeeping and mission telemetry, and maintain and
distribute onboard time knowledge. Additionally, the CTU
houses the Safe Mode Configuration Assembly (SMCA),
which swaps from one set of hardware to the other if any one
of a set of check functions is triggered. Check functions
include two processor resets, processor secondary voltage
out-of-limits, and deep under-voltage. A swap to the
redundant SCP is fully powered in <1 s, and a full FSW
reboot is complete in <20 s.
The majority of the telecommunications system would be
contributed by the Italian Space Agency (ASI). This also
supports important radio science observations during the
Triton encounter. The use of X-band only is adequate to
return all mission data in less than one year; K-band uplink is
also used to supplement radio science data.
A combination of flight-proven hardware and control
algorithms meet pointing and agility requirements. BCP
Flight Software has demonstrated >80% reuse between
successive missions and hosts a comprehensive fault
management system. Spacecraft operational states are simple
and predetermined, simplifying the Triton encounter
sequence and verification during test.

Figure 14. Cost
Discovery budget.

apportionments

compliant

with

The cost allocations are used to initiate the design-to-cost
approach described previously. After two years of analysis,
study and trades, the Trident system elements have all been
shown to fit within the budget allocations shown in Figure
14. This has been demonstrated via bottom-up estimates,
similarity with other projects, and independent cost models
such as NICM, TruePlanning and SEER. In addition, we
include 30% reserve to mitigate “unknown-unknowns”.

The definition of spacecraft safe modes depends on mission
phase, but are characterized as “comm-safe” ensuring a
pointing state for DSN contact. Inside of 1.7 AU Earth range,
safe mode uses 3-axis stabilized pointing with the HGA
toward the Sun to place the spacecraft in shadow, and
aligning an LGA with the Earth. When Earth range is
>1.7 AU, safe mode is spin stabilized about the HGA
boresight, pointed toward the Earth. Both safe modes are
power positive, and downlinks are duty cycled to maintain a
power positive state until Earth contact is reestablished.
During the Encounter Phase, safe modes are disabled and the
FM system focuses on maintaining planned functionality to
the greatest degree possible. Science data are stored
redundantly in the C&DH system to avoid single-point
failures.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The Trident mission concept exploits an advantageous
geometry to create a ballistic trajectory to Triton. Arrival in
2038 capitalizes on a critical observational window to reveal
changes in Triton’s plume activity and surface characteristics
one Triton season since our only previous encounter by
Voyager 2 in 1989. Trident executes a 10-day science
campaign that probes for an ocean, measures the ionosphere,
and views nearly all of Triton. The fortuitous mission design
provides a very large mass margin with a low-performance
LV, and allows multiple cost avoidance decisions to help
make the project affordable within a Discovery-class budget.
Affordable project cost is also supported by using only highheritage components requiring no technology development,
the incorporation of the MMRTGs, and several key
contributions.

The spacecraft includes conservative growth contingencies
and margins for all resources, including mass (52%), battery
capacity (63%), propellant (31%), attitude control agility
(56%), and data storage (147%), supporting avoidance of
future cost growth.
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